
FASTEST WATER RESERVOIR
MIXING SYSTEM IN THE WORLD

Pulsair mixing reservoir systems supplies powerful, energy efficient and low 
maintenance reservoir mixers for drinking water applications for in-reservoir mixing. The 
powerful innovative reservoir mixing technologies uses large, compressed air bubbles 
to mix water quickly and efficiently with no moving parts inside the reservoir. Large 
multimillion litre water reservoirs can be properly mixed in less than 20-minutes.

Complete mixing of the entire reservoir every ten minutes.  

CONSISTENCY OF MIXING
Achieve uniform water temperature, water 
age and uniform distribution of disinfectants 
in minutes.  

IMPROVE YOUR SAFETY
RISK PROFILE

ZERO IN-RESERVOIR
MAINTENANCE

No inspections, maintenance or need to access the top
of the reservoir for your personnel. All maintenance is at
ground level and outside the reservoir. Fully automated
and controlled in your control room.

PROVEN TO REDUCE
THM’S BY 50%
Proven to reduce THM’s by 50% 
without needing extra aeration  

MAXIMUM ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
Consumes less energy
than other systems – does
not need to run 24/7 and 
features a  fully adjustable 
speed & power controller 
from your control room

No electric motors in the reservoir or underwater, 
requires less maintenance than other mixers on 
the market 

The Pulsair mixing process works by producing sequentially timed 
pulses of compressed air to generate large bubbles at the reservoir 
floor. The rising bubbles create an immediate vertical circulation pattern 
that gently stirs and blends 100% of the water in the reservoir. The 
Pulsair water reservoir mixing process is the fastest and most energy 
efficient because it uses gravity to do the work of mixing. The only 
energy consumed is during the process of compressing the air. Once 
the bubbles are released at the reservoir floor, no more energy is 
consumed. The water in the reservoir continues to move long after the 
bubbles reach the water surface. Large multimillion litre water reservoir 
can be properly mixed in less than 20-minutes. 

PULSAIR POTABLE WATER TANK MIXER

CONTROLLER &
AIR SUPPLY



REDUCE YOUR ENERGY CONSUMPTION

The fast, innovative Pulsair large bubble mixing translates
into high energy efficiency. Water will continue to move in
the reservoir after the bubble reaches the surface there-
fore, the reservoir mixer does not have to run 24/7. Once
the air is compressed and then released on the reservoir
floor no more energy is consumed. This energy savings
reduces the cost to operate as well as its ability to lower
maintenance requirements. Customers have been able to
reduce their mixing energy consumption up to 95% in
some instances in comparison to other mixing methods.

MIX YOUR LIQUIDS IN ANY SIZE RESERVOIR

Pulsair offers a complete line of industrial reservoir mixers
for powerful water mixing in any size reservoir. This
efficient, large bubble mixing reservoir process allows
liquids to be quickly mixed. Besides that, Pulsair’s 
reservoir mixing systems use less energy and also require 
less maintenance compared to conventional mixing 
reservoir methods. Therefore, this revolutionary, non-shear 
reservoir mixing process is excellent for reservoir mixing 
and circulation.

MIX YOUR LIQUIDS FASTER

The Pulsair reservoir mixing process is extremely fast and 
efficient. Mixing the reservoir in a few minutes ensuring 
100% of the liquids have been completed mixed and 
agitated to ensure consistency and efficiency in mixing. 
Many customers have reduced their reservoir mixing and 
reservoir blending times by up to 95%. 

LOWER YOUR TANK MIXING MAINTENANCE

There are ZERO moving parts inside the reservoir with
Pulsair’s non-mechanical mixing process. This feature
allows Councils and Utilities to eliminate in-reservoir
maintenance typically associated with traditional
mechanical submersible mixers. No moving parts reduces
maintenance, eliminate ragging issues, eliminates clogging
issues and there are no gear seals to maintain or
replace. The expense of costly top-entry reservoir mixer
super support structures are eliminated. Also, the need for
purchasing and installing expensive reservoir mixer lifts,
winches and hoists is also eliminated. With zero 
in-reservoir maintenance, Pulsair’s reservoir mixers 
promote safer workplaces, reduced maintenance, time 
saving and improve operational efficiency.

1800 088 883
sales@grenof.com
www.grenof.com

“We deliver world leading, best practice
turn-key water technology solutions”

As bubbles break the surface 
they push liquids across the top 
of the reservoir and down the 
sides to the bottom, completing 
the circulation

Pulses of air are released 
beneath a round, flat
accumulator plate

Bubbles continue to rise upward, 
forcing heavier particles to the 
surface and creating a vertical 
mixing action that quickly involves 
the entire contents

Large, flat bubbles are formed 
immediately above the plates and 
begin rising toward the surface


